Across
1. Conceal
5. Dalai ___
9. Trail
13. Spoils
17. "Gladiator" setting
19. Have second thoughts
20. Bassoon cousin
21. Hokkaido native
22. Religious isolation
24. Bound
25. Advocate
26. Naiads and nereids
27. Cowardice
30. Emerald Isle
31. "What's gotten ___ you?"
32. Black patent or crystal
33. An insider
40. Never on Sunday?
42. Uncivil
43. Ringworm
44. ___ foot Sue.
45. Marienbad, for one
46. Undercut
51. Links the right and left hemispheres
55. Pacificer
56. Grow dim or shady
58. Pottery fragment
59. Bank
60. Catherine the Great, e.g.
62. Comice or Red Anjou
63. Supporter of the arts?
64. Hat tip
70. Lacks, briefly
73. Outcropping
74. Experience
78. Auditory
79. Pie choice
81. An apartment in the East Village
84. ___ Solo of "Star Wars"
85. ______ jumped the gun
88. Nerds.
90. Big bird
91. "D"
92. Arm bones
94. Tent event
95. Crème de la crème
97. Fractal geometry
101. Kind of nerve
103. Auspices
105. Wrong 'em ____ (The Clash)
106. Going back and forth
111. e4 c5
114. Hip
115. La vie on 42nd Street
116. Sopranos in Faust
119. Henry's second or fourth
120. Maple genus
121. Take cattle, to graze
122. Velouté or Espagnole
123. Military meal
124. Cautious
125. Pride, to a Buddhist
126. Greek goddess of victory

Down
1. Stage hog
2. Press
3. Contradict
4. Glazed
5. Resinous deposit
6. Keen
7. Phoenix neighbor
8. Weaponry
9. Lódź locale
10. Cancel
11. A high price
12. End of a loaf
13. Hot spots
14. Marconi inventions
15. Uneasy feeling
16. "You'll never ___!"
18. Jellied garnish
19. BISON
23. "Comin' ___ the Rye"
28. Windsor, for one
29. Drive
33. Usurp
34. Continental currency
35. Parkinson's treatment
36. Cutlet?
37. Carbon compound
38. An alkenol
39. Designate
41. "___ Lang Syne"
44. Close call
46. Whine
47. nitrate
49. Decrease
50. Musty
52. Hand-me-down
53. Kind of carpet
54. Hold forth
57. Campaigned
61. Russian alternative
62. Dowel
63. Furnish with a fund
65. ARISE
66. Saran, e.g.
67. A rural way
68. D&D for the DOS set
69. "Idylls of the King" lady
70. "Where the heart is"
71. Bohr's model
72. Jobs
75. Flightless birds
76. Anne had a green one
77. Early stage
79. Whizzes
80. Not the same old same old
81. A minor herring
82. Voice mail prompt
83. Orenburg river
86. The liad and Odyssey
87. Bleed
89. National language, in Tallinn
93. Recede
95. Loves company
98. Ninny
99. 1948 Hitchcock thriller
100. Hearings
101. Razor handle?
102. Inclined
104. Errand runner
107. Cat's scratcher
108. Mosque V.I.P.
109. Hindu half serpent
110. Beam
112. Pins and needles holder
113. Clobber
117. Fed. property manager
118. "Comprende?"